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pink & White productions 
creates adult entertainment that exposes the complexities of 
queer sexual desire. Taking inspiration from many different 
sources, Pink & White is dedicated to producing sexy and 
exciting images that reflect today’s blurred gender lines and 
fluid sexualities. What makes someone wake up one morning 
and decide to become a porn producer? Luck! Shine Louise 
Houston, owner of Pink & White Productions, finally found 
an outlet for her inner 14 year-old boy and is now part of the 
legacy of women producers.

“There is power in creating 
images, and for… a woman 
of color and a queer to take 
that power… I don’t find 
it exploitative; I think it’s 
necessary.”



Founded by Shine Louise Houston in 2005, Pink & White’s 
featured films and projects have screened worldwide, 
and presented at academic institutions, most recently 
at Stanford University. Houston has been honored at 
the PorYes Feminist Porn Awards in Berlin and was 
noted Toronto’s Feminist Porn Awards’ Visionary, as 
well as Curve Magazine’s Sex Curator. Her work adds 
representation to queer sexualities, spanning communities 
of color, gender expression, sexual desire, body politics, 
BDSM and other marginalized experiences with strikingly 
beautiful cinematography, humor, and realism. Following 
the popular best-selling movie “The Crash Pad”, the 
company’s website CrashPadSeries.com portrays an 
illustrious San Francisco apartment where queers go to 
have the best sex of their lives. Houston’s project Heavenly 
Spire explores masculine sexuality in her signature style. 
And digital distribution hub PinkLabel.tv provides fair-trade 
porn on demand, presenting independent adult filmmakers. 
For more information about Shine Louise Houston and Pink 
& White Productions, visit PinkWhite.biz.

Shine Louise Houston, 
Director/ Founder of 
Pink & White Productions



crashpadseries.coM

heavenly spire

After achieving international acclaim and winning the 1st 
Annual Feminist Porn Awards’ “Hottest Dyke Sex 
Scene”, Pink & White Productions continues to advance the 
world of adult entertainment with its San Francisco-based 
queer porn site CrashPadSeries.com. Step into the steamy 
world of butches, bois, femmes, trans dykes, transguys, 
queer cis men and more as you get a first hand look at what 
goes on behind the closed doors of the notorious hot bed of 
queer sex. The popular series stars over 200 performers in 
unique videos and behind the scenes specials. With so much 
focused placed on the authentic passion between two (or 
more) bodies, it’s no wonder why people can’t stop talking 
about The CrashPad Series.

Heavenly Spire focuses on masculine beauty and sexuality, 
and how it manifests on different bodies, in a signature 
cinematic style. Directed by Shine Louise Houston and 
winner of the 2012 Feminist Porn Awards, the unique 
collection of solo and coupled sex scenes is available at 
PinkLabel.tv. 

You’ve Got the Key… 
Stick It In!



pinklaBel.tv

Following the mission and ethical business practices of 
Pink & White Productions’ founding director Shine Louise 
Houston, PinkLabel is a fair-trade digital distribution outlet 
designed for emerging and independent adult filmmakers. 
Emerging filmmakers will find enthusiastic audiences and 
exposure, as well as ethical, fair-trade commission for their 
work. PinkLabel presents curated content that showcases 
acclaimed feminist filmmakers who share Houston’s values.

PinkLabel features progressive porn studios including 
films by legendary pornographer, artist and activist Annie 
Sprinkle, star performers-turned star-producers Dylan 
Ryan, Rozen DeBowe, Wolf Hudson and Jiz Lee, queer 
porn dynamite TroubleFilms, art porn powerhouse Carlos 
Batts of C Batts Fly and his muse April Flores, transmale 
sex education leaders Buck Angel and  T-Wood Pictures, 
Harvard-graduate Jennifer Lyon Bell and her exquisite 
Blue Artichoke Films, Trans Women Porn Project 
director Tobi Hill-Meyer, porn for women pioneers Petra 
Joy and Ms Naughty, experimental sex artist Sadie Lune, 
photographer/filmmaker N. Maxwell Lander, toy shop dyke 
porn producers Early to Bed, German gay-queer porn 
crossover director Christian Slaughter, the feminist porn 
award-winning queer films of Shine Louise Houston and 
Pink & White Productions, and much, much more.

Porn with Good 
taste



Who    We are
shine louise 
houston
As the pioneering producer and director of 
Pink & White Productions, Shine Louise 
Houston has always had unique vision. Graduating from San 
Francisco Arts Institute with a Bachelors in Fine Art Film, her 
works have become the new gold standard of adult cinema. 
During a five year position at the women-owned, sex toy 
purveyor Good Vibrations, Shine recognized an underserved 
demand for an alternative to mainstream pornography, and 
began to create well-crafted queer made porn. Shine’s films 
have been recognized among the next big wave of women 
produced porn and have been internationally screened from 
Amsterdam to New Zealand.

JiZ lee
Starting their career 
with an ejaculation 
scene that knocked 
the concept of the 
facial cumshot on its ass, Jiz Lee is 

a genderqueer adult performer straddling genders and 
porn genres, now with over 200 projects from indie and 
mainstream, American and International porn houses under 
their belt. Jiz was awarded the Feminist Porn Award’s 
Boundary Breaker, nominated AVN’s Best Web Star, and 
many other accomplishments each a defining moment 
within their exploits in adult. It was through pornography 
that Jiz began writing as a contributor in various web and 
print publications, from Jezebel.com to the The Feminist 
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Who    We are
syd Blakovich
After graduating from a small liberal 
arts college with a BA in Studio Art, Syd 
has been driven to make an impact in the 
world of accessible media. Interested in 
the intersections of the erotic body in the 
public realm, she continues to focus her 
academic, artistic and professional goals 
where gender politics and queer theory 
collide. Syd can be found in front of the computer designing 
digital landscapes of desire as well as in front of the camera 
sharing her passion for the “personal as political” lifestyle. 
Syd is deeply honored to have starred in the following award-
winning movies: The Crash Pad (Jiz Lee & Shawn) 2006 
Feminist Porn Awards Best Dyke Sex Scene, CHAMPION: 
Love Hurts (lead) 2009 Feminist Porn Awards Movie of the 
Year, Crash Pad Series Volume 5 (Shawn & Mickey Mod) 
2010 Feminist Porn Awards Audience Choice Award, Sweat 
(Justine Jolie & Syd Blakovich) 2011 AVN nominated for Best 
Girl/Girl Sex Scene, and Strapped Dykes (Syd Blakovich & 
Bobbi Star) 2011 AVN Best All-Girl Couples Sex Scene.

co-ProDucer

Porn Book. Talking publicly about porn has also helped Jiz 
overcome — for the most part! — fear of public speaking; Jiz 
has lectured at numerous colleges and universities, causing 
a stir that headlined on Fox News, MSN and UK’s Daily Mail 
tabloid (made it!). Despite the hype, Jiz hopes simply to bring 
sexual diversity in porn, and to help cultivate more examples 
and understandings of consent and pleasure. Throughout 
the years, Jiz has their fingers in a lot of good places… not 
least of which is moonlighting behind the scenes as Online 
Marketing Director at Pink & White Productions.



The Advocate, Huffington Post, 
SF Weekly, Feminist Porn Awards, 

CURVE Magazine, NPR, Violet Blue’s 
Open Source Sex, Sex With Emily, On 

Our Backs Magazine, Human Sexuality 
(Textbook), AfterEllen, Autostraddle, 

Diva Magazine, Têtu,The Village 
VOICE, Marie Claire, Huffington Post

SF Chronicle

Awards include over 7 Feminist 
Porn Awards, including Movie of 

the Year, Best Dyke Sex Scene, 
Best Trans Sex Scene, and more. 
AVN Nominations, including Best 

Alternative Website and Best 
Video Feature. Shine Louise 

Houston was also honored 
as Feminist Porn Award’s 

“Visionary.”

press

aWards



Step into the steamy world of butches, bois, 
femmes, transfolk and more as you get a first hand 
look at what goes on behind the closed doors of 
the notorious hot bed of queer sex in The Crash 
Pad Series. With so much focused placed on the 
authentic passion between two (or more) bodies, it’s 
no wonder why people can’t stop talking about The 
Crash Pad Series.

this is real queer fucking 
of the highest quality, and 
We can’t recoMMend it 
enough.

“Some of the couples are real life sex partners and their 
chemistry and inhibitions make for sizzling sex scenes of 
outrageously raw fuckery. Don’t get too close to your screen 
or you could get drenched.” - PoP My Cherry 

“CrashPad continues to push the boundaries and exceed 
expectations by featuring some wicked hardcore action that 
is sure to make you cream your jeans or give your dildo a 
woody. Get in while the door is still unlocked, as they are sure 
to throw away the key.” - ViViane’s sex CarniVal

product 
inforMation



Independent Erotic Film Festival 
An Evening with Shine Louise Houston
Stanford Univeristy – “Visibility in Queer Pornography” 
Discussion with Shine Louise Houston and Jiz Lee
Toronto University, Feminsit Porn Conference

presentations   
Work
shops

screenings

coMMunity 
support



Pink & White Productions works have screened 
worldwide, including OUTfest, Vancouver Film Festival, 
Cineffable (Paris), Berlin Porn Film Festival, Lisbon 
Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, Frameline, Inside Out 
Toronto LGBT Film and Video Festival, Seattle Lesbian 
and Gay Film Festival, and at academic institutions such 
as Stanford, UC Berkeley, UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara, 
Scripps, Smith, WIlliams College, Mills College, and Yale. 

Pink & White Productions has supported organizations, 
charitable causes, and community projects  including 
CrashPad Crashers lGBT softball Team, Queer Women 
of Color Film Festival, SWoP (Sex Worker outreach 
Project), Butch Voices, FemCon, CUaV (Communities 
United against Violence), sF Walk against rape, 
Transgender law Center, lyon Martin Health services, 
and countless other donation and fundraisers.

coMMunity 
support

2010 AVN Awards Convention
Institute for Humanities Research 
Shine Louise Houston & Syd Blakovich
Hands-On Erotic Video Class, Center for Sex & Culture 
Taught by Shine Louise Houston and Ken Rowe 
Sonoma State – Shine Louise Houston
University of California Berkeley - Female Sexuality 
Presenter 
Shine Louise Houston and Syd Blakovich
International Ms Leather Brunch – Keynote Speaker Shine 
Louise Houston 
The Smitten Kitten – Shine Louise Houston and Syd 
Blakovich
Freeing Ourselves, a new health guide for transgender 
men and masculine-identified women of color
Megan Andelloux’s College & University Workshops
The Feminist Porn Mini-Conference, UC Santa Barbara



social Media 
properties

our social presence consist of Pink & 
White Productions and offshoot sites 
CrashPadSeries, heavenlySpire, and the 
newest project, Pinklabel.

Here’s a snapshot of our reach on major 
social networks: 

tWitter    12.4k
faceBook   3.2k
tuMBlr    +2.2k



crashpadseries.coM 
+65K visits/month

Launch June 2007

pinklaBel.tv  
+12K visits/month

Launch November 2012

top five 
countries

United states
United Kingdom

Canada
Germany
Australia

states
California
New york

Texas
Massachusettes

Illinois

snap
shot

@PinkWhite 
@CrashPadSeries
@PinkLabelVOD 
@ShineLouise 
@JizLee 
@SydBlakovich 


